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Bahrain praises Saudi F1 Grand Prix success
•

Reflects Kingdom’s
capabilities to
hold international
sporting event
TDT | Manama

H

is Majesty King Hamad
bin Isa Al Khalifa and
His Royal Highness
Prince Salman bin Hamad Al
Khalifa, the Crown Prince and
Prime Minister, sent cables of
congratulations to Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud on

HM the King
the success of the first edition of
the Formula 1 STC Saudi Arabian
Grand Prix, held at the Jeddah
Corniche Circuit.

HRH the Crown Prince and Prime Minister
HM the King and HRH the
Crown Prince and Prime Minister praised the efforts made
in organising this international

Cooperation to enhance communication and media goals

King Salman
sporting event, which reflects
the capabilities of Saudi Arabia
and highlights its position in
sports.

HRH Prince Mohammed
They expressed his sincere
wishes for Saudi Arabia and its
people to more success in all
fields under the leadership of

Attiya receives royal praise for
breaking marathon world record
TDT | Manama

H
Shura Council Chairman Ali bin Saleh Al Saleh received National Communication Center (NCC) CEO Yousef Mohammed Al
BinKhalil. The meeting discussed cooperation and ways to enhance communication and media goals. Al Saleh praised the
NCC’s efforts in highlighting the Kingdom’s achievements and stressed on their contributions in developing official media
since its establishment five years ago. Al BinKhalil expressed his appreciation to the council’s keenness to modernise the
law system in the Kingdom and enhance the democratic process under the leadership of His Majesty the King.
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the Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques.
His Majesty and HRH Prince
Salman sent similar cables
to the Crown Prince, Deputy
Prime Minister, and Minister of
Defense of Saudi Arabia, HRH
Prince Mohammed bin Salman
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, noting the good organisation and
preparation for this global race.
They praised HRH Prince
Mohammed’s support to sports,
which enhances the position of
the Saudi Arabia as a preferred
destination for various major
international sports and events,
wishing Saudi Arabia continued
progress, prosperity.

is Majesty King Hamad
bin Isa Al Khalifa and His
Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the
Crown Prince and Prime Minister, yesterday congratulated
Second-Lieutenant Abdulla Al
Sayed Atiyya, from the Royal
Guard at the Bahrain Defence
Force (BDF), following his success in breaking the world record at the ADNOC Abu Dhabi
Marathon, and entering the
Guinness Book of World Records.
Atiyya finished the race in
three hours, 40 minutes and
seven seconds, breaking the
world record of three hours,
49 minutes and 21 seconds, held
by a British athlete since 2009.
The exploit of Atiyya, who
graduated from the UK-based

Thumbs-up from Atiyya during the race
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, is a source of pride and
inspiration for Bahraini youth,
as he ran the entire marathon
in full military uniform and
was recognised by the Guinness

Book of World Records for that
unique achievement.
HM the King and HRH Prince
Salman affirmed that Atiyya’s
accomplishment is a catalyst
for Bahraini athletes to continue earning the country more
achievements, wishing him
further success in the coming
competitions.
Atiyya extended deepest
thanks and gratitude to HM the
King and HRH Prince Salman
for their unwavering care for
the citizens and residents.
He paid tribute to National Security Advisor and Royal Guard Commander, Major-General HH Shaikh Nasser
bin Hamad Al Khalifa, for his
constant support, leading to
achieving positive results for
the kingdom at various external
competitions.

LMRA Chief Executive receives lawmaker

All-scenario Devices Collaboration**

Labour Market Regulatory Authority (LMRA) Chief Executive Jamal Al Alawi has affirmed the importance of cooperation
between the legislative and executive branches to maximise achievements and cater to the needs of the nation and
citizens. During a meeting with member of the Representatives Council, Ibrahim Al Nefei, Al Alawi reviewed the services
provided by the authority to the subscribers, employers and employees. Discussions also focused on the legislative and
legal mechanisms adopted by the authority and the role of the legislative council in upgrading laws and regulations to
cope with the economic and labour changes and protect the kingdom from any repercussions resulting from them.

Supporting women’s advancement and family stability
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Supreme Council for Women (SCW)
Secretary General Hala Al Ansari
received yesterday Assistant
President of Sultan Qaboos University
for International Cooperation,
Chairperson of the Board of Directors
of Children First Association, Her
Highness Dr Muna bint Fahad Al Said.
They discussed exchanging experiences
between both countries and the
best practices supporting women’s
advancement and family stability. Al
Ansari lauded the efforts of Oman to
upgrade the educational system amid
the global economic developments.
She also praised the care given by
the sultanate to the advancement
of women by laying the legal and
legislative foundations to support their
full and equal participation in all fields.

